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Sorrento 

Sorrento peninsula has a landscape unique in the world, where low and high 
hills, deep valleys and majestic mountains alternate, where the man’s work - 
who levelled even the most impervious areas, transforming them in the 
famous terraces degrading towards the sea, on which he cultivated orange 
and lemon trees, olive groves and vineyards - has been grandiose. These are 
the delightful gardens that in spring time exhale a stirring scent of orange - 
blossom. The mild and dry climate for most part of the year makes Sorrento 
peninsula the ideal destination in every season. 
  
Reaching it by land, the first town you will find on your way is Meta, whose 
ancient farmhouses and sunny beaches are a treasure to disclose. 
Piano di Sorrento is a lively town that masterly combines its maritime and 
rural identity to the role of active trade centre of the Peninsula. High walls 
that once enclosed old citrus groves run along narrow lanes that cross its 
low hill. 
Our sightseeing tour includes a pleasing day in this wonderful place , you ll 
get there at about 11 depending on what time you decide to leave from 
Rome ; 
 you ll have luch there and the rest of the day to enjoy these wonderful 
places;  
This tour include Positano and Sorrento as main stops of course you can 
stop along the way to take pictures if you wish,of course according to traffic 
conditions; 
Our English speaking driver will give you basical information about places 
and attractions but he s not allowed to get into the attractions  
if you wish to have a guided tour let us know  
Pick up time according to your need can be between 7.00 /8.30 am  
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it takes about 3 hrs to get there 
Our driver and vehicle must be back in Rome maximum at 10 pm  
Pick up and drop off in Rome is at your accomodation / hotel/ B&B  
Meals  and tickets to attractions are not included; 
Suggesting restaurants is not our priority we do it only upon request. 
For any furher information or  if you wish to personalize your Sorrento  tour  
do not hesitate to contact us !  
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